
THE FORMULA:

Diameter x 3.14
Total no. of sprockets )

CLOCK  CHAINS
Where the original clock chain is present and fits the clock, a suitable replacement can be found by measurement
and comparison with our chain list. In cases where the chain is missing, or the fitted chain does not match the
sprockets, the following formula should establish the nearest chain to use:

Count the total number of sprockets
on the chain wheel.
Our example has 8:

Measure the effective diameter of the pulley excluding the sprockets, in mm.
If the sprockets are wider at the base, as in our example, the effective diameter
is the lowest point on the sprockets reached by horizontal links. This should be
apparent by wear marks.
Our example is 30 mm.

Or:
Multiply the diameter by 3.14.
Divide the answer by the number of sprockets.
Divide this answer by 2.
Multiply that answer by 1.1.

Our example:
30 x 3.14 = 94.2
94.2 / 8 = 11.78
11.78 / 2 = 5.89
5.89 x 1.1 = 6.48mm internal link length.

Refer to our comprehensive list for a chain that has an internal link length close to the answer, and whose external
link width will fit well between the sides of the chain wheel. If you select a chain link shorter or much larger than
the answer, it will probably 'ride up' over the sprockets.

2
x 1.1 =  Internal length of 1 link( )(

We have
devised this
simplified
formula as a
general rule to
assist with
chain selection.
It is only a
guide!

Finish:
When we say iron, we mean either self
coloured steel or nickel plated steel.
Brass means solid brass or brass plated
steel. We cannot specify the exact
material as the manufacturers vary it
according to material availability.

Clock chain is one of the most difficult items to select and purchase by mail order. Frequently the sprockets are
worn, or the wrong chain has been fitted. We get samples sent to us like bathroom chain which of course we cannot
match. If you have got a piece of chain that fits, measure the internal link length. Refer to the list, and verify your
choice by placing it over the drawing on the next page. If you have no chain, or the one you have does not fit, make
sure that the clock is not designed for rope. There must be somewhere for the alternate links (the ones not over the
sprockets) to go. Rope driven clocks don't have this, and you cannot just fit chain to a rope clock. Rope driven
clocks often have sprockets that are not carefully set. Chain sprockets have to be equally positioned to match the
chain pitch - rope sprockets can be anywhere around the circumference.  The formula on the opposite page is a
simplified way of working out what a missing chain should be like.

Please don't send us lengths of chain to match up. If you need help selecting a chain, send us the internal pulley
from the clock and we will try to find one that fits. Our samples charge will be applied to all chain enquiries, and
extra return postage will be incurred.
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CLOCK CHAIN DRAWINGS Part numbers

0388 004615

0388 002215

0388 001915

0388 015815

0388 001315

0388 010014 & 18

0388 003714 & 15

0388 003915

0388 004415

0388 001218

0388 000114 & 18

0388 014715

0388 014615

0388 010314 & 18

0388 015914

0388 010614 & 18

0388 004215

0388 014014 & 15

0388 010414 & 18

0388 010114 & 18

0388 000618

0388 010514 & 18

0388 010914

0388 013615

0388 003614

0388 003315

0388 010814

0388 010714 & 18
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Sequence of notes for WESTMINSTER
CHIMES
1/4: g,f,e,b.
1/2: e,g,f,b, e,f,g,e.
3/4: g,e,f,b, b,f,g,e, g,f,e,b.
4/4: e,g,f,b, e,f,g,e, g,e,f,b, b,f,g,e.

Typical sequence for 3 chimes on a set of 8 rods:
4 rods:
1/4: E,D,C,G
1/2: C,E,D,G CDEC
3/4: E,C,D,G G,D,E,C E,D,C,G
4/4: C,E,D,G C,D,E,C E,C,G,D G,D,E,C
6 Rods:
1/4: E,C,A,G,D,B
1/2: G,A,C,E,D,B E,C,A,D,B,G
3/4: A,C,E,D,G,B E,A,C,B,D,G E,C,A,G,D,B
4/4: G,A,C,E,D,B E,C,A,D,B,G A,C,E,D,B,G E,A,C,B,D,G
8 Rods:
1/4: Gt,F#,E,D,C,B,A,G
1/2: Gt,F#,E,A,B,C,D,G Gt,E,C,A,F#,D,B,G
3/4: A,C,E,Gt,F#,D,B,G F#,Gt,B,E,C,A,D,G Gt,F#,E,D,C,B,A,G
4/4: Gt,F#,E,A,B,C,D,G Gt,E,C,A,F#,D,B,G A,C,E,Gt,F#,D,B,G F#,Gt,B,E,C,A,D,G

Hour chimes are B & G. Gt = top G, G = bottom G

GONG  RODS

Our tuned sets are for Westminster chime.
For more complex tunes, you will need to
purchase one of our bases and re-arrange
the rods (and possibly fitting and tuning
others) to get the desired layout and
notes. Sets of 5 can be reduced to 4  by
removing the longest rod, which is used
to enhance the hour note. We cannot
supply sets of 8 or 12 for Whittington etc.
because the permutations of notes and
layout are almost infinite.

0387 000415

0387 000515

0387 000815

A B C D E L

F G H J K R

M

N

P

Q

S

A 0297 000115
B 0298 000115
C 0299 000115
D 0347 000115
E 0300 000115
L 0513 000115

F 0336 000115
G 0337 000115
H 0338 000115
J 0339 000115
K 0340 000115
M 0560 000115
N 0560 000215
P 0560 000315
Q 0560 000415
R 0672 000115
S 0925 000115

SUSPENSIONS (in actual size)

M, N, P & Q are supplied complete
with brass leader, 60 x 5mm and rivet.
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SELECTING A REPLACEMENT PLATFORM

Compare the original with the illustrations shown.  The position of the pinion (F)
must be correct in relation to the wheel (E).  The top pivot can be seen in the
illustrations.  Select a size nearest the original and check that it will not obstruct the
dial, case etc.
Escape Wheel Pinion Count
Modern escapements are supplied with 8 leaf pinions.  Other counts are available
but as they are not interchangeable the platform and pinion must be ordered
together.  We cannot give a refund on the 8 leaf escape wheel originally fitted.
Replacement platforms have a frequency of 18,000 vibrations per hour and the
escape wheels have 15 teeth.   As there are two vibrations of the balance for each
tooth, then it follows that the escape wheel must rotate 600 times per hour.  That is:
(18,000 divided by (15 x 2)).  The centre wheel (to which the minute hand is directly
attached) clearly rotates once per hour, so the gearing in between must have an
overall ratio of 600:1.
To calculate the number of leaves that the pinion should have to give a ratio of
600:1, count the number of teeth on wheels A, C & E. Count the teeth on pinions
B & D.The number of teeth on the escape wheel pinion is (A x C x E) / (B x D x 600)
You can count the number of leaves on the existing platform escape wheel if this
is available, but it does not always follow that the natural frequency was 18,000.   In
the majority of cases this is so.

Extremely high quality Swiss units that over the years have become the 'standard'.  8 leaf escape
wheels.  Shown approximately to scale. Fully jewelled lever escapement. No endstones.

SWISS PLATFORM ESCAPEMENTS

D - 24 X 44mmC - 25 X 36mm

A - 18 X 28mm F - 23 X 36mmE - 30 X 41mm

H - 34 X 45mm



CALCULATION OF THE MODULE
Module M = Pitch circle diameter in mm (D) / No. of teeth in wheel or leaves in the pinion (N)
Also      M = Twice the centre distance in mm / Sum of teeth in wheel and pinion

CALCULATION OF BLANK DIAMETER
Blank diameter = Module x (N + addendum allowance from table above).

Example: for a pinion of 6 leaves and a Module of 0.7,
Blank diameter = 0.7 x (6 + 1.71) = 5.397 mm.

Note that this enables the module of a wheel or pinion to be found when the centre distance is not known.
For Module M  =  Tip diameter / N + Addendum allowance.
For odd pinions of say 7 leaves use a hole gauge to measure the tip diameter

CYCLOIDAL CLOCK & WATCH WHEEL & PINION CUTTERS

A range of finest quality cutters made from high speed steel hardened and
treble tempered under vacuum. This steel, with a hardness circa 68
Rockwell C. maintains a good cutting edge which offers long periods
between sharpenings.
Brass for wheels should be hard or half-hard, with a typical composition of
61-64% copper, 1-2% lead and the balance zinc. Soft brass will clog the
cutter.
Steel for pinions should be free cutting silver steel with a typical
composition including 1% Carbon, 0.55% Manganese and 0.20% Selenium

Addendum

Pitch Diameter

Dedendum
1.57 x module
up to and
including M. 0.45

Dedendum
2 x module

for M. 0.5 up to and
including M. 1.0

Blank Diameter Table of addendum allowances

No. Ogive Ratio Add to number
of leaves Tooth of teeth

space or leaves

6 Full 1/2 1.71
7 Full 1/2 1.71
8 Full 1/2 1.71

10 1/3 2/3 1.61
12 1/3 2/3 1.61
16 1/3 2/3 1.61

Wheel - 1/1 2.76

Meadows & Passmore Ltd., Brighton BN41 1EU. Tel. 01273 421321 Fax. 01273 421322
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PINIONS
All dimensions as ratios of the module. M millimetres BS 978 : part 2. As Swiss Standard NHS 56703 except for*

Number of leaves 6 7 8 10 12 16
Pitch circle diameter 6 x M 7 x M 8 x M 10 x M 12 x M 16 x M
Outside or Tip diameter
   (diameter of blank) 7.71 x M 8.71 x M 9.71 x M 11.61 x M 13.61 x M 17.61 x M
Root diameter* 2.5 x M 3.3 x M 4.2 x M 5.9 x M 7.8 x M 11.8 x M
Leaf thickness 1.05 x M 1.05 x M 1.05 x M * 1.25 x M 1.25 x M 1.25 x M
Addendum radius 1.05 x M 1.05 x M 1.05 x M 0.82 x M 0.82 x M 0.82 x M

Form of addendum Full Ogive , profile “C” 1/3 ogive, profile “B”
(r = leaf thickness) (r = 2/3 of a leaf thickness)

Angle of cutter flank 20° 17°- 9' 15° 10° - 48' 9° 6°-45'
Tooth/pitch ratio 1/3 1/3 1/3 2/5 2/5 2/5
Addendum 0.855 x M 0.855 x M 0.855 x M 0.805 x M 0.805 x M 0.805 x M
Dedendum 1.75 x M 1.85 x M 1.90 x M 2.05 x M 2.10 x M 2.10 x M
Full tooth depth (depth of feed) 2.605 x M 2.705 x M 2.755 x M 2.855 x M 2.905 x M 2.905 x M
Length of cutting edge or
   profile for M. = 1.0 6.58 x M 6.90 x M 7.11 x M 7.38 x M 7.59 x M 7.75 x M

PROFILE DIMENSIONS FOR CLOCK & WATCH WHEEL & PINION CUTTERS



WHEELS
All dimensions as ratios of the module. M millimetres BS  978 : part 2. As Swiss Standard NHS 56702 except for*:

Module M. Up to and including 0.5 and up to and Short Form
0.45, and 1.1 to 1.5 including 1.0 0.2 to 1.0

Number of teeth N N N
Pitch circle diameter N.x M N x M N x M
Outside or Tip diameter
(diameter of blank) (N + 2.76) x M (N + 2.76) x M (N + 2.76) x M
Root diameter (N - 3.14) x M * (N - 4) x M (N - 2.14) x M
Tooth thickness 1.57 x M 1.57 x M 1.57 x M
Addendum radius 1.93 x M 1.93 x M 1.93 x M
Angle of cutter flank 2° 2° 2°
Addendum 1.38 x M 1.38 x M 1.38 x M
Dedendum 1.57 x M * 2 x M 1.07 x M
Full tooth depth (depth of feed) 2.95 x M 3.38 x M 2.45 x M
Length of cutting edge or
   profile for M. = 1.0 8.18 x M 9.01 x M 7.18 x M

PINIONS SHOULD NEVER BE CUT DRY:
A copious stream of cutting oil should be used to
keep the cutter cool and remove the chips.
(Mobilnet 745 or  equivalent).

For cutting pinions for old work with thicker leaves,
use cutter 0.05 module smaller than calculated. The
addendum allowance is unchanged.

RECOMMENDED CUTTING SPEEDS:
For cutting carbon steel pinions with high speed steel
cutters:
Cutter diameter 14 mm 430-500 rpm
Cutter diameter 20 mm 300-350 rpm
Cutter diameter 24 mm 250-290 rpm
Cutter diameter 26 mm 230-270 rpm

For cutting brass a speed of 3-400 rpm should be used.

Meadows & Passmore Ltd., Brighton BN41 1EU. Tel. 01273 421321 Fax. 01273 421322
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2mm Sq.

TURNED HAND COLLETS

2.5mm Sq. 3mm

3.5mm 4mm 4.5mm

5mm 5.5mm 6mm

6.5mm Quartz
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400 Day clock suspensions

© M&P 2005

HINTS ON SELECTING 400 DAY CLOCK SUSPENSIONS

400 Day or Anniversary clocks have been made in large numbers by numerous factories in Europe.
Selecting a replacement suspension wire or unit is only successful if the actual model of movement is
correctly identified. Trying to order a part for these is like asking a garage for a part for a Ford. Even if
you quote the model and the year of manufacture, you may still need the engine number to get the
correct piece. Sadly there are no records for all the 400 day clock makes and models in existence.

Just after the 2nd world war, an American named Charles Terwilliger began documenting 400 day
clocks by making tracings of their back-plates. These records were later published in the '400 Day
Repair Guide'. The only satisfactory way of identifying a clock movement is by reference to this book.

Due to the variations in the characteristics of spring steel and the fact that many older suspensions were
made from bronze, it is impossible to supply a replacement wire simply by measuring the old one. Only
a laboratory can establish the spring characteristics of the material. It is most important that the correct
wire be fitted if a lot of wasted time is to be avoided.

We accept that customers might not wish to purchase this book just to identify their movement, and we
are happy, for a nominal charge, to search through the tracings looking for their model. To do this, we
need a scale drawing of the back-plate, together with any marks and numbers stamped on it. From this
we can establish which factory made the movement.
The name on the dial is often quite irrelevant. You can still purchase a 400 day clock today with
'Harrods' on the dial, but 'Made in Germany' on the back-plate.

An example of the tracings found in the 400 day repair guide is shown. If you would like us to identify
the model, please let us have a similar drawing of your clock.

Please indicate whether a complete unit or just the wire is required. When only the wire is available, you
may need to purchase a pack of blocks and forks to make up a unit.

An example of the type of scale
drawing we need.

HOROLOVAR 400 DAY REPAIR GUIDE.

2066584

ANNIVERSARY CLOCK ADJUSTING

By Mervyn Passmore
This explains in simple layman’s
language how to set up, adjust and
regulate these clocks. Soft cover, wire
bound.
ISBN 0-907109-01-2
Part number 0412 016226

You could also visit www.anniversaryclocks.org

This lists almost all known models of
400 day clock, with illustrations of
their backplates and details of correct
suspension strengths etc.
The only book of its kind and
invaluable in the repair of these
clocks. 237 pages. Hard cover.
Part number 0412 000126
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Broaches and bushes
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Hints on selecting bushes & broaches

We often get asked for assistance in selecting bushes and cutting broaches for clock repair purposes. This document
assumes you are bushing by hand without the benefit of any outfit or depthing tool etc

Points to remember:

• Replace as little as possible of the original clock plate.
• Always bush from the inner face of the plate.
• Try to get the centre of the new bush where the centre of the original hole was before it became oval.
• Bushes need to be riveted in place when fitted by hand, so the inner hole will get slightly smaller.
• Attend to the pivot where necessary before contemplating bushing.

Cutting broaches are five sided, and tapered. The measurement given in the catalogue is the effective diameter of this 5
sided cutter, about 10mm from the shoulder. The taper is 0.01mm. so the diameter decreases about 1mm per 100mm in
length. The length is listed in the catalogue, so you could, if you wished, estimate the starting diameter.

Select a bush simply by identifying the smallest one that can be used, and whose length is greater than or at least equal
to the thickness of the clock plate. The outside diameter of this bush dictates which cutting broaches you will definitely
need. You will need others to complete the work. Bergeon bushes increase in diameter in regular steps:

Bush diameter Broach no. Max. diameter. M&P broach no.
2.00mm 42 2.33 0547 023315
2.50mm 36 2.69 0547 025615
3.00mm 30 3.22 0547 032215
3.50mm 26 3.70 0547 037015
4.50mm 14 4.70 0547 047015
5.50mm 2 5.94 0547 059415

The broaches listed above will enable you to enlarge a hole so that the bush is a tight fit. Broaches are tapered, so
always work from the inside. This will prevent the broach from being able to work its way out in time.

Bushing by hand makes it much more difficult to start enlarging the hole from the original centre, and if you have a
small bench drill you may find it more successful if you use a small twist drill to get started. Only use a drill to make a
round starting hole from which to work.

Carefully enlarge the old hole with the broach. A useful way of holding a broach is not with a conventional wooden
handle but a tap wrench. This will help you to keep the broach at right-angles to the plate. Check regularly that your
hole is smaller then the bush you plan to use.

When the hole is just large enough for the bush to enter, consider carefully if it is now big enough to fit. This decision
comes from experience, so always do your first bushing on a scrap clock plate.

When the hole is the right size, place the plate face down on a hard surface (protected in some way so as not to mark
the surface), fit the bush with the oil sink downwards and rivet it in with a clockmakers hammer. The hammering
process will spread the bush to make it a tight fit, and also help harden the brass.

With a bulls foot file, remove any surplus bush. You can also use a burr remover, with a clock pin inserted in it to act as
a centring device.

Assuming you have attended to any wear on the pivot, measure the diameter and select a suitable cutting broach.
Broach out the new hole to match the pivot. Smoothing broaches can be used to polish the inside face.

The oil sink can be improved dramatically by using a roller sinker. This will cut a neat oil sink and help disguise the
fact that the clock has been bushed at all. In fact, well done re-bushing is almost invisible to the inexperienced.



We have a range of

Exterior Clocks to
Enhance any
Building
From Stables to Shopping Centres, Garages to
Golf Clubs. These fine clocks add individuality
and style to Homes, Schools, Offices, Kennels,
Factories, Municipal Buildings...  the  list  is
endless.
Easy to install.  Affordable.

Each clock is made from high quality
gel  coated  glass  fibre with  solid
copper hands  and  a  reliable mains
operated movement. The numerals
and hands  are gilded with  real 24
carat gold  leaf*  to ensure  long  life.
Our years of experience coupled with
a worldwide reputation as suppliers
to clockmakers are your assurance of
quality and reliability.

Simply select the right size using the
information overleaf.  Each clock is
assembled to order, so please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

In addition to the style shown we can also supply back-lit models, plus a whole range of
supporting products including:

ï Mains-failure Re-synchronisers.
ï Glass-fibre Cupolas with clocks on any or all sides.
ï Master Controllers to keep your clock in time with the Atomic Clock at Rugby by medium wave radio.
ï Antiqued Copper Weathervanes.

* Except white clocks which have
   black painted numerals & hands Meadows & Passmore Ltd.

1 Ellen St  Portslade  Brighton BN41 1EU
Telephone 01273 421321 Fax 01273 421322



Installation
These clocks can be fitted to any outside wall or panel, provided an access hole can be made. This is no more
complicated than fitting a wall mounted extractor fan, and access is only required for maintenance and hand
setting. A ring of mastic sealant is applied to the surface of the face where it touches the wall, and the whole unit
is secured with 6 brass wood screws. A 230v switched supply is required, and if fitted in a convenient position it
can be used to stop the clock for 1 or 11 hours to adjust for Summer & Winter time without having to get access to
the hand setting mechanism.

Choosing the size
Measure the maximum distance from
which you will want to tell the time
and select a dial from below the
dashed line on the graph. If you need
to tell the time accurately, such as on
a sports pavilion, use the lower solid
line.
Before ordering, we recommend you
make up a cardboard replica, using a
felt marker to draw on the numerals
and hands. Check that you can tell the
time from the distance required. At the
same time you can judge the
appearance of the face relative to the
building's dimensions.

© Meadows & Passmore Ltd  1 Ellen St  Portslade  Brighton BN41 1EU  Tel 01273 421321   Fax 01273 421322

Nominal Outside Actual face Numeral Min. hand Movement
size diameter diameter height length used
1' 330mm 270mm 40mm 135mm Domestic

1'6" 480mm 395mm 65mm 197mm Domestic

2' 595mm 510mm 85mm 254mm Standard

2'6" 820mm 750mm 100mm 375mm Standard

3' 945mm 815mm 130mm 407mm Heavy duty

4' 1210mm 1075mm 165mm 534mm Heavy duty

5' 1500mm 1340mm 205mm 670mm Extra h/duty

Technical Details

Selecting a colour
Our standard colour is black. This is the most popular, because it gives the best contrast to gilded numerals. It also
matches the decor of most buildings, now and in the future. White with black numerals also gives a good contrast
and colour match. Other colours are available including light blue, dark blue, green, red and violet. Most other
colours can be produced to special order.

Select a horizontal line according to the site. Draw a vertical line where it intersects
with the dashed line. Read the minimum dial diameter off the bottom scale.

Clock Dial Diameter Ready-reckoner

Actual dial diameter in millimetres
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Select a dial below this line for comfortable reading. 

Select a dial below this line to distinguish half-minutes.
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Winding a mainspring by hand is dangerous and can cause distortion.
Our inexpensive clock mainspring winder overcomes this and is safer than the conventional type because
you don't have to grip the wound spring with pliers.

Hand injuries can occur with other
types of winder, like the one shown
below.

Winding by hand can
cause distortion

This winder has barrels to hold the springs.  Any winder
requiring the operator to grip the fully wound spring with pliers
to insert it should be used with extreme caution.  We recom-
mend the use of strong leather gloves with all types of winder.

To remove a spring from a barrel:
1. Clamp the winder in a strong vice.
2. Fit a suitable retainer ring over the chuck, with the slot facing
outwards.
3. Secure the spring's winding arbor in the chuck and hand-
tighten.
4. Hold the barrel and wind the spring so the retaining ring slips
over the spring.
5. Let the spring down into the ring and remove the barrel.
6. Hook the exposed spring eye onto the wire hook. Wind the
spring again, to remove the ring.
7. Unwind the spring and remove from the winder.

To fit a spring, reverse the above process. For loop-ended springs,
simply use the loop hook. Full instructions supplied. Not suitable
for very large or tapered winding arbors.

Winding the mainsprings using our Mainspring Winder (0769 000115)

ULTRASONIC CLEANING TANK
Manufactured in the U.K. by Walkers, who have over 35 years
expertise in the field. Model80T is best suited to the low
volume user who needs a good sized tank. Its stainless steel
and aluminium construction means that it will withstand the
cleaning fluids used by the clock trade. Cheaper plastic cased
machines can quickly get damaged by the drips of fluid that
inevitably drop on the case. Ultrasonic Cleaners function by
generating powerful sound waves in the contamination and
grime literally being pulled away from the movement. Many
modern movements can be cleaned without the need for
dismantling, because the dirt is drawn out of the tiniest places.
The speed and efficiency of cleaning these units, even when the clock has been dismantled and put in a
wire basket (optional) is amazing.

Opticians, dentists and jewellers also use these machines by filling them with more gentle water based
solutions. Aftern cleaning in specialist cleaners such as Horotech, the item should be rinsed in a suitable
rinse. There is no need to use rinse in the tank. Busy workshops maintain more than one rinse bath. By
initially rinsing in last monthís old rinse, contamination of the final rinse is minimised. An old saucepan
with a lid makes a good rinse bath in the amateur workshop!

Specifications:
4.7 litre capacity, 300x151x150mm deep internal.
PZT transducers. Lid included. 240v. Timer.
Automatic heating. No drain tap because ultrasonics eventually damage the weld, causing leaks.

Part number:   0713  000115
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